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Searh for universal roughness distributions in a ritial interfae model
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We study the probability distributions of interfae roughness, sampled among suessive equi-

librium on�gurations of a single-interfae model used for the desription of Barkhausen noise in

disordered magnets, in spae dimensionalities d = 2 and 3. The in�uene of a self-regulating (de-

magnetization) mehanism is investigated, and evidene is given to show that it is irrelevant, whih

implies that the model belongs to the Edwards-Wilkinson universality lass. We attempt to �t our

data to the lass of roughness distributions assoiated to 1=f
�

noise. Periodi, free, �window�, and

mixed boundary onditions are examined, with rather distint results as regards quality of �ts to

1=f
�

distributions.

PACS numbers: 05.65.+b, 05.40.-a, 75.60.Ej, 05.70.Ln

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with �utuation properties of driven

interfaes in random media. The subjet has been the

fous of muh urrent interest (for reviews see, e.g.,

Refs. 1, 2). Speial attention has been given to fea-

tures at and lose to the depinning transition, where a

threshold is reahed for the external driving fore, above

whih the interfae starts moving at a �nite speed. In

analogy with the well-established saling theory of equi-

librium ritial phenomena, one usually searhes for the

underlying universality lasses and their respetive rit-

ial indies, wherever suh onepts are appliable. One

example is the roughness exponent � whih harater-

izes the disorder-averaged mean-square deviations of the

interfae about its mean height, at depinning [1℄.

It has been shown very reently that the probabil-

ity distribution funtions (PDFs) of ritial �utuations

in seemingly disparate (both equilibrium and out-of-

equilibrium) systems display a remarkable degree of uni-

versality [3, 4, 5, 6℄. In the ontext of depinning phenom-

ena, this indiates that one may gain additional insight

into the physial mehanisms involved, by investigating

the full roughness PDFs instead of onentrating on their

lowest-order moments. Here we investigate the PDFs of

interfae roughness for a spei� single-interfae model

whih has been used in the desription of Barkhausen

noise [7, 8, 9, 10℄, and is related to the quenhed Edwards-

Wilkinson universality lass [11, 12, 13, 14℄. A pre-

liminary investigation of this problem was reported in

Ref. 10.

Barkhausen �noise� (BN) is an intermittent phe-

nomenon whih re�ets the dynamis of domain-wall mo-

tion in the entral part of the hysteresis yle in ferromag-

neti materials (see Ref. 15 for an up-to-date review). A

sample plaed in a time-varying external magneti �eld

undergoes sudden mirosopi realignments of groups of

�
Eletroni address: sldq�if.ufrj.br

magneti moments, parallel to the �eld. For suitably slow

driving rates, suh domain-wall motions, or �avalanhes�,

are well separated and an be easily individualized. The

aompanying hanges of magneti �ux are usually de-

teted by wrapping a oil around the sample and measur-

ing the voltage pulses thus indued aross the oil. The

integral of the voltage amplitude of a given pulse over

time is proportional to the hange in sample magnetiza-

tion, thus giving a measure of the number of spins over-

turned in that partiular event, or �avalanhe size�. Mod-

ern experimental tehniques allow diret observation, in

ultra-thin �lms, of the domain-wall motion harateristi

of BN, via the magneto-optial Kerr e�et [16, 17℄.

It has been proposed that BN is an illustration of �self-

organized ritiality� [7, 18, 19, 20℄, in the sense that

a broad distribution of sales (i.e. avalanhe sizes) is

found within a wide range of variation of the external

parameter, namely the applied magneti �eld, without

any �ne-tuning. Aordingly, the interfae model stud-

ied here inorporates a self-regulating mehanism in the

form of a demagnetizing term (see below). In the on-

text of interfae depinning models, the question arises

of whether this is a relevant perturbation, i.e., whether

self-organized depinning phenomena belong to the same

universality lass as their ounterparts whih do not in-

orporate suh mehanisms.

In what follows, we �rst reall pertinent aspets of the

interfae model used here, and of our alulational meth-

ods, as well as the onnetions between roughness dis-

tributions and 1=f� noise. Next, we exhibit numerial

data for roughness distributions, generated by our simu-

lations. We examine the in�uene of the self-regulating

mehanism, and investigate the e�et of assorted bound-

ary onditions, both on our results and on the lass of

1=f� noise distributions to whih they are ompared. Fi-

nally, we disuss our �ndings with regard to the relevant

universality lasses.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0406698v2
mailto:sldq@if.ufrj.br
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II. MODEL AND CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The single-interfae model used here was introdued in

Ref. 7 for the desription of BN. We onsider the adia-

bati limit of a very slow driving rate, thus avalanhes

are onsidered to be instantaneous (ourring at a �xed

value of the external �eld).

Simulations are performed on an Lx � Ly � 1 ge-

ometry, with the interfae motion set along the in�nite

diretion. The interfae at time t is desribed by its

height hi � h(x;y;t), where (x;y) is the projetion of

site iover the ross-setion. No overhangs are allowed,

so h(x;y;t) is single-valued. We onsider mainly Ly = 1

(system dimensionality d = 2, interfae dimensionality

d0 = d � 1 = 1), and Lx = Ly (d = 3, d0 = 2). For

reasons to be explained below, we will use the following

sets of boundary onditions: periodi (PBC), so every

site has two neighbors for d = 2 and four for d = 3; free

(FBC), meaning that the interfae is horizontal at the

edges (@h=@bn = 0, where bn = bx or by is the normal in the

ross-setion plane), and mixed (MBC), i. e., periodi

along x and free along y. These latter were employed in

Ref. 10, to reprodue the physial piture of �lms with

varying thikness. We also onsidered an alternative im-

plementation of FBC, namely window boundary ondi-

tions (WBC), to be desribed in Setion IVC.

Eah element iof the interfae experienes a fore given

by:

fi = u(x;y;hi)+ k
X

j

�
h‘j(i)� hi

�
+ H e ; (1)

where

H e = H � �M : (2)

The �rst term on the RHS of Eq. (1) is hosen randomly,

for eah lattie site ~ri � (x;y;hi), from a Gaussian dis-

tribution of zero mean and standard deviation R , and

represents quenhed disorder. Large negative values of u

lead to loal interfae pinning. The seond term (where

the fore onstant k is taken as the unit for f) orre-

sponds to elasti nearest-neighbor oupling (surfae ten-

sion); ‘j(i) is the position of the j-th nearest neighbor of

site i. For MBC, sites at y = 1 and y = Ly have only

three neighbors on the xy plane (exept in the monolayer

ase Ly = 1whih is the two-dimensional limit, where all

interfae sites have two neighbors). The last term is the

e�etive driving fore, resulting from the applied uniform

external �eld H and a demagnetizing �eld whih is taken

to be proportional to M = (1=LxLy)
P L x L y

i= 1 hi, the mag-

netization (per site) of the previously �ipped spins for a

lattie of transverse area LxLy. For atual magneti sam-

ples, the demagnetizing �eld is not neessarily uniform

along the sample; even when it is (e.g. for a uniformly

magnetized ellipsoid), � would depend on the system's

aspet ratio [21℄. Therefore, our approah amounts to

a simpli�ation, whih is nevertheless expeted to ap-

ture the essential aspets of the problem [9℄. Here we

use R = 5:0, k = 1, � = 0:05, values for whih fairly

broad distributions of avalanhe sizes and roughness are

obtained [8, 9, 10℄. We also onsider the e�ets of taking

� � 0, i.e., the non-self-organizing limit.

We start the simulation with a �at wall. All spins

above it are un�ipped. The fore fi is alulated for

eah un�ipped site along the interfae, and eah spin at

a site with fi � 0 �ips, ausing the interfae to move

up one step. The magnetization is updated, and this

proess ontinues, with as many sweeps of the whole lat-

tie as neessary, until fi < 0 for all sites, when the

interfae omes to a halt. The external �eld is then in-

reased by the minimum amount needed to bring the

most weakly pinned element to motion. The avalanhe

size orresponds to the number of spins �ipped between

two onseutive interfae stops.

On aount of the demagnetization term, the e�etive

�eld H e at �rst rises linearly with the applied �eld H ,

and then, upon further inrease in H , saturates (apart

from small �utuations) at a value rather lose to the

ritial external �eld for the orresponding model without

demagnetization [7, 8℄. The saturation H e depends on R ,

k and � (not notieably on Lx, Ly) [8, 10℄, and an be

found from small-lattie simulations. It takes 102 � 103

avalanhes for a steady-state regime to be reahed, as

measured by the stabilization of H e against H .

III. ROUGHNESS DISTRIBUTIONS AND 1=f
�

NOISE

We have generated histograms of ourrene of inter-

fae roughness, to be examined in the ontext of universal

�utuation distributions [3, 4, 5, 6℄. We have used only

steady-state data, i.e., after the stabilization of H e of

Eq. (2) against external �eld H . This is the regime in

whih the system is self-regulated at the edge of ritial-

ity [7, 8℄. As the model is supposed to mimi the data

aquisition regime for BN, during whih the external �eld

grows linearly in time [7, 8, 9, 10, 15℄, the value of H is

a measure of �time�.

At the end of eah avalanhe, we measured the rough-

ness w2 of the instantaneous interfae on�guration at

time t, as the (position-averaged) square width of the

interfae height [6, 22℄:

w2(t)= (LxLy)
�1

L x L yX

i= 1

�
hi(t)� h(t)

�2
; (3)

where h(t) is the average interfae height at t. As the

avalanhes progress, one gets a sampling of suessive

equilibrium on�gurations; the ensemble of suh on�g-

urations yields a distribution of the relative frequeny of

ourrene of w2. Here we usually onsidered ensembles

of 5 � 10
7
events (one and a half orders of magnitude

larger than in Ref. 10), so we ended up with rather lean

distributions. This was essential, in order to resolve am-

biguities left over from our previous results [10℄.
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The width distributions for orrelated systems at rit-

iality may be put into a saling form [5, 6, 22, 23℄,

�(z)= hw2iP (w2); z � w2=hw2i; (4)

where angular brakets stand for averages over the en-

semble of suessive interfae on�gurations, and the

size dependene appears only through the average width

hw2i. By running simulations with O (106) events, and

400� Lx � 1200 for d = 2 (Ly = 1), 30� Lx = Ly � 80

for d = 3 [10℄, we asertained that Eq. (4) indeed holds,

i.e., �nite-size e�ets are not detetable in any signi�ant

way as far as the saling funtions �(z) are onerned.

The �nite-size saling of the �rst moment gives the rough-

ness exponent [1℄:

hw2(L)i� L
2�

; (5)

In the ontext of ritial �utuation phenomena, it is

known that boundary onditions have a non-trivial e�et

on saling funtions, as in�nite-range ritial orrelations

are sensitive to the boundaries of the system [5, 6, 22,

24, 25℄. This is the motivation for use of the assorted

boundary onditions de�ned in Se. II.

We have ompared our results against the family

of roughness distributions for 1=f� noise, desribed in

Refs. 6, 22. As explained there, suh distributions are

derived under the assumption that the Fourier modes

into whih the interfae is deomposed are unorrelated

(generalized Gaussian approximation [22℄), and with am-

plitudes suh that the frequeny dependene of the power

spetrum is purely 1=f� [6℄. This is the simplest starting

point from whih one may expet non-trivial results (the

trivial ones orresponding to the ase in whih the real-

spae �utuations are themselves unorrelated, implying

� = 1=2).

IV. RESULTS

A. In�uene of self-regulating term

We �rst investigated what ould be learned about the

relevane of the self-regulating term, as regards rough-

ness distributions. In order to do so, we determined the

approximate ritial value H c
e of the internal �eld H e of

Eq. (2), by starting a simulation with � 6= 0 and wait-

ing for H e to stabilize. At that point, we set � = 0 and

repeatedly varied H in the interval (xH c
e;H

c
e), x . 1,

aording to the proedure delineated in Se. II. Though

the interval of variation of H did a�et the size distri-

bution of avalanhes, as this is what haraterizes the

proximity of the depinning point [7, 8℄, no hange was

apparent in the roughness data when omparing results,

e.g., for x = 0:95 and x = 0:9. For the simulations de-

sribed in the remainder of this subsetion, we used the

latter value. In all ases studied, namely, d = 2 PBC

and d = 3with both MBC and PBC, the in�uene of the

demagnetization term on the roughness PDFs is rather

Figure 1: (a) Saled probability distributions �(z) in d = 3

with MBC, for z de�ned in Eq. (4). Data for L = 40, 5� 10
7

on�gurations. Full line: demagnetization fator � = 0:05;

dashed line: � = 0. (b) Saling funtion di�erene against z.

small, but systemati. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for

d = 3 with MBC, the ase for whih the deviations be-

tween the � 6= 0 and � = 0 sets of data are the largest in

magnitude. One sees that negleting the demagnetizing

term auses a small leftward shift of the saling urve.

As we will see in Setion IVB, the hanges it auses to

the �ts of our distributions to the analytial 1=f� urves

are of the order of systemati impreisions harateristi

of the �tting proedure. Nevertheless, it is instrutive to

seek the physial origins of suh e�et. This is done by

diret inspetion of the unsaled PDFs. In Fig. 2 it is

apparent that, for � = 0 the high-end tail of P (w2) is

slightly fatter than for � 6= 0, at the expense of a small

amount of depletion around the most probable value of

w2. Aordingly, the average hw2i is higher by ’ 8%

in the former ase than in the latter (the frational dif-

ferene between averages is the same also for d = 2 and

d = 3PBC). Suh a trend an be understood by realling

that the � = 0 data have been olleted just below the

depinning transition, i.e., still within the regime where

pinning fores are dominant. Thus the interfae mostly

meanders about, in order to omply with loal energy

minimization requests. The omplement of this piture

is that, for H > H c the interfae moves with �nite speed,

more or less ignoring loal randomness on�gurations,

and beoming smoother the farther one is above the rit-

ial point. In short, for a given lattie size the average

interfae roughness dereases monotonially as the ex-

ternal �eld (driving fore) is inreased aross its ritial

value.
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Figure 2: (a) Probability distributions P (w 2) in d = 3 with

MBC. Data for L = 40, 5 � 10
7
on�gurations. Full line:

demagnetization fator � = 0:05; dashed line: � = 0. (b)

Probability distribution di�erene against w 2. Extent of hor-

izontal axis orresponds to the same interval of z�variation in

Fig. 1.

The interpretation of the small di�erenes between � =

0and � 6= 0distributions is then as follows: (i) beause of

the way in whih data for the former were olleted here,

they represent a system just below H c, for whih interfae

roughness is slightly larger than at the ritial point; and

(ii) the loseness of � = 0 data to those for � 6= 0, and

the way in whih both sets of data di�er, strongly suggest

that behavior at the ritial point of the � = 0 system is

the same as that of the � 6= 0 (self-regulated) ase. We

onlude that the self-regulating term is irrelevant, as far

as ritial roughness distributions are onerned.

B. PBC, d = 2 and 3

Analytial expressions for the 1=f� distributions with

PBC are either given in Ref. 6 (d = 2), or an be derived

straightforwardly from Refs. 6, 22 (d = 3). In the lat-

ter ase, the use of exat identities for two-dimensional

lattie sums [26℄ speeds up alulations onsiderably.

Estimates of the exponent � of Eq. (5), from power-

law �ts of simulational data with O (106) events, and

400 � Lx � 1200 for d = 2, 30 � L � 80 for d = 3, give

�(d = 2;PBC)= 1:24(1), �(d = 3;PBC)= 0:71(1) [10℄.

Consideration of the saling properties of height-height

orrelation funtions and their Fourier transforms then

suggests [22℄, for the generalized Gaussian ase of inde-

Figure 3: �
2
per degree of freedom (�

2

d:o:f:
) for �ts of simula-

tion data with PBC to analytial forms of 1=f
�

distributions,

against �. Triangles: d = 2, Lx = 400; squares, d = 3,

L = 40.

pendent Fourier modes, that

� = d
0
+ 2� (d

0
= d� 1); (6)

whih would imply � = 3:48(2)(d = 2);3.42(2) (d = 3).

Suh preditions an be quantitatively heked by es-

timating the values of �2 per degree of freedom (�2
d:o:f:

)

from �ts of our simulation results to the analytial dis-

tributions. Sine, even with 5� 107 samples, the simu-

lational data eventually get frayed at the top end, given

the long forward tails harateristi of all systems stud-

ied here, our �ts used only data for whih �(z)� 10�3 .

This turned out not to be a drasti restrition, as we

were left typially with at least 100� 200 points to �t

in eah ase. Assuming the unertainty in the value of

� that best �ts our data to be given by requiring that

�2
d:o:f:

stay within 150% of its minimum, we quote from

the data shown in Fig. 3: � = 3:60(13) (d = 2); 3:52(6)

(d = 3). The agreement with the above preditions is

satisfatory, though slight disrepanies remain. A vi-

sual hek of the goodness-of-�t for eah ase is given in

Figs. 4 and 5.

Fitting � = 0 data to the losed-form distributions

produes urves whose minima of �2
d:o:f:

are essentially

the same as in Fig. 3, and slightly shifted rightwards.

Using the same riteria as above for the estimation of

error bars, we have, for � = 0: � = 3:64(16) (d = 2);

3:59(5)(d = 3).

Detailed disussion, and pertinent omparisons with

data from Ref. 22, will be deferred to Setion V.
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Figure 4: Saled probability distribution �(z)in d = 2 (PBC),

for z de�ned in Eq. (4), from 5� 10
7
on�gurations. Squares:

simulation data (L = 400). Full line is roughness distribution

for 1=f
�

noise given in Ref. 6, with � = 3:60.

Figure 5: Saled probability distribution �(z) in d = 3 with

PBC, for z de�ned in Eq. (4), from 5 � 10
7
on�gurations.

Squares: simulation data (L = 40). Full line is roughness

distribution for 1=f
�

noise, with � = 3:52.

C. FBC and WBC, d = 2 and 3

We have generated roughness data in both d = 2 and 3

with FBC. Our initial implementation of FBC, used also

in Ref. 10, aims at a literal reprodution of the onstraint

that the interfae must be horizontal at the edges. Thus,

e.g. for d = 2, �ghost� sites are added at x = 0, x = Lx +

1, whose heights are always adjusted to be respetively

h(0;t)= h(1;t), h(Lx + 1;t)= h(Lx;t). This way, the

edge sites at x = 1 and Lx experiene no elasti pull (see

the seond term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1)) from

their ghost neighbors outside the sample.

Similarly to the PBC ases, estimates of the exponent

� of Eq. (5) were extrated from power-law �ts of simu-

lational data with O (106) events, and 400 � Lx � 1000

for d = 2, 30 � L � 80 for d = 3. The results are

�(d = 2;FBC) = 1:28(2), �(d = 3;FBC) = 0:89(1).

While the former value might be onstrued as not inon-

sistent with PBC and FBC giving the same universality

lass for d = 2, the same piture annot hold for d = 3.

Though it is known [5, 6, 22, 24, 25℄ that boundary on-

ditions do have signi�ant in�uene on saling funtions

of ritial systems, they are not generally expeted to

hange the values of ritial exponents.

In order to disuss the roughness PDFs, we �rst reall

the e�et of FBC on 1=f� distributions. The generating

funtion G (s)=
R
dw2 P (w2)e

�sw 2
has the general form

for PBC [6, 22℄

G p(s)=
Y

n6= 0

�

1+
s

n
�

��1=2
; (7)

where n is a lattie vetor in d � 1 dimensions with in-

teger oordinates. Beause all n are ounted, the square

root disappears due to the (at least) twofold degeneray.

Requiring that the interfae be horizontal at the edges

implies that the Fourier representation of h(t) inludes

only osines. The orresponding G f(s)has the degener-

ay of its singularities ut in half, ompared to PBC.

In d = 2, this means that the single poles found for

PBC turn into square-root singularities. Evaluation of

P (w2), as the inverse Laplae transform of G f(s), thus

neessitates a diret approah, sine the residue theorem

is inappliable. This has been aomplished in Ref. 27,

from whih the relevant expressions were extrated in or-

der to attempt a minimization of �2
d:o:f

against �, similar

to that of Setion IVB. With �(d = 2;FBC) as above,

one would expet a good �t for � ’ 3:5� 3:6. Instead,

�2
d:o:f has a minimum value ’ 4� 10�3 at � = 2:96, and

inreases monotonially to reah ’ 4� 10�2 at � = 3:5.

This is learly at variane with orrespondings results for

the PBC ase.

We then deided to generate data using window bound-

ary onditions (WBC) [6, 27℄, whih are generally a-

epted as an alternative way to simulate free edges. A-

ordingly, in d = 2 we imposed global PBC on a system

of overall length Lx, and measured the loal roughness

within eah of nw adjaent windows of length Lx=nw .
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With nw � 1, it is plausible to assume that the resulting

PDFs are independent of the boundary onditions estab-

lished at x = 0, Lx . In order to guarantee statistial

independene, one should in priniple use widely sepa-

rated windows. However, the use of nonoverlapping, but

neighboring, windows instead appears to introdue no

measurable errors on the resulting PDFs [6℄. We �xed

nw = 10, and initially measured � via Eq. (5), from a

sequene of simulations with O (106)events (i.e. individ-

ual avalanhes, thus the total number of roughness sam-

ples is larger by a fator of nw ), and 400 � Lx � 1200,

whih gave �(d = 2;W BC) = 1:21(2). Though this

di�ers by 3:5 standard deviations from the value om-

ing from FBC, it is just onsistent, at the margin, with

�(d = 2;PBC)= 1:24(1) found above.

Diret examination of saled PDFs results in the fol-

lowing observations. First, in Figure 6 one an see that

the PDFs in d = 2 for FBC and WBC are unmistakably

distint. Furthermore, �ts of FBC data to the analytial

expressions derived in Ref. 27 have been found to be gen-

erally of low quality. As mentioned above, the best �t of

FBC data is for the � = 2:96 urve, shown in the Figure

as a dashed line, and orresponds to �2
d:o:f:

’ 4� 10�3 .

Though this average deviation is of the same order as

that for the best ase with PBC (reall Fig. 3), ompar-

ison to Fig. 4 shows that, while for PBC disrepanies

are onentrated lose to the narrow peak (thus they an

be at least partially asribed to binning e�ets), here one

has a rather widespread disagreement in shape.

On the other hand, WBC data an be muh more

losely �tted by the analytial expressions, as shown both

in the inset of Fig. 6, where �2
d:o:f: exhibits a minimum

value ’ 7� 10�4 at � = 3:85, and diretly in the main

Figure, by the superposition of the � = 3:85 urve onto

the orresponding numerial data.

In summary, an analytial form derived from assum-

ing an interfae whose Fourier representation has only

osines (i.e. is horizontal at the edges) has provided

a very good �t to numerial data generated by impos-

ing WBC. Though this appears ontraditory, the same

proedure has been suessfully aomplished in Ref. 27,

with regard to both experimental and simulational data.

Still, an important question remains, sine the op-

timum � = 3:85(5) (error bars estimated as in Se-

tion IVB) implies � = 1:43(3)via Eq. (6). This is signi�-

antly distint from all three estimates thus far obtained

for d = 2, whih average to 1.25(5). We shall defer the

disussion of this point to Setion V.

Turning now to d = 3, all poles of G p(s) have even

degeneray. A straightforward adaptation for FBC is as

follows. Realling that the lattie sums

P

n
jnj�� whih

rop up in the alulation of hw2i [5, 6, 28℄ must be

halved, this implies a resaling of the variable s, so for-

mally one an write [6℄:

G f(s)=

q

G p(2s): (8)

Fitting our d = 3 FBC data to analytial distribution

funtions, obtained with help of Eq. (8), turns out to

Figure 6: Saled probability distribution �(z) in d = 2, for

z de�ned in Eq. (4). Points are simulation data. Crosses:

L = 400, FBC, 5 � 10
7
on�gurations. Squares: L = 400,

WBC, 10
7
avalanhes, nw = 10 windows. Full line is rough-

ness distribution for 1=f
�

noise (see Ref. 27), with � = 3:85.

Dashed line : roughness distribution for � = 2:96 (see text).

Inset: �
2

d:o:f:
against �, for �ts of WBC simulation data

against 1=f
�

distributions, showing a minimum at � = 3:85.

give similar results to the d = 2 ase. The above-quoted

value � = 0:89(1), from the �nite-size saling of hw2i,

together with Eq. (6), would suggest � = 3:78(2). How-

ever, �2
d:o:f:against � has a single minimum (’ 10�3 ) at

� = 3:18(8)(error bars estimated as in Setion IVB) and

inreases monotonialy, reahing ’ 2� 10�2 at � = 3:78.

We again resorted toWBC. Imposing PBC at the edges

of a system with L � L ross-setion, we measured lo-

al roughness within eah of nw non-overlapping, ad-

jaent, square windows of linear dimension L=
p
nw (or

the largest integer ontained in it). We took nw = 16,

and initially measured � from a sequene of simulations

with O (106) events, and 30 � L � 80, whih gave

�(d = 3;W BC) = 0:75(2). The disrepany between

this and the value 0:89(1) oming from FBC is rather

more severe than the orresponding ase for d = 2. On

the other hand, the present estimate is lose to the val-

ues of �(d = 3;PBC) found above, namely 0:71(1) from

Eq. 5, and 0:76(3)from optimization of �ts against 1=f�

distributions plus Eq. 6.

Again, we investigated the roughness PDFs generated

with WBC. Similarly to the d = 2 ase, they di�er

markedly from the ones obtained with FBC, as shown

in Fig. 7 . This time, �ts against the analytial expres-

sions given through Eq. (8) exhibit a deep, well-de�ned

minimum of �2
d:o:f:

at � = 3:76(5) (see inset in the Fig-
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Figure 7: Saled probability distribution �(z) in d = 3, for

z de�ned in Eq. (4). Points are simulation data. Crosses:

L = 40, FBC, 5� 10
7
on�gurations. Squares: L = 40, WBC,

3 � 10
7
avalanhes, nw = 16 windows. Lines are roughness

distributions for 1=f
�

noise (see Eq. (8)), with � = 3:76 (full)

and 3:18 (dashed). Inset: �
2

d:o:f: against �, for �ts of WBC

simulation data against 1=f
�

distributions, showing a mini-

mum at � = 3:76.

ure), in very good agreement with � = 3:78(2)predited

from �nite-size saling of hw2i data for FBC, together

with Eq. (6). However, for reasons to be explained at

length in Setion V, we believe this oinidene to be

aidental.

D. MBC, d = 3

We started by studying systems with a square ross-

setion, imposing PBC along x and FBC, as de�ned at

the beginning of Setion IVC, along y.

Estimates of the exponent � of Eq. (5) were again

extrated from power-law �ts of simulational data with

O (106) events, and 30 � L � 80 for d = 3 MBC, with

the result �(d = 3;M BC)= 0:87(1) [10℄.

The Fourier representation of h(t)with MBC an be

put in the form:

h(x;y)=
X

m ;n

cm n e
2�i(m x+ n

2
y)=L ; (9)

where m ;n = 0;� 1;� 2;:::, (m ;n)6= (0;0), and c�m ;n =

c�m ;n ; cm ;�n = cm ;n . Thus a global resaling suh as that

of Eq. (8) is not possible. On the other hand, starting

from Eq. (9), an analysis similar to that of Refs. 6, 28

suggests a generating funtion:

G m (s)=
Y

m ;n

�

1+
s

(4m 2 + n2)�=2

� �1=2

; (10)

again with (m ;n)6= (0;0). The double sum
P

m ;n
(4m 2

+

n2)��=2 , whih appears in the subsequent expression for

hw2i, orresponds to Q (1;0;4)of Ref. 26 and an be eas-

ily evaluated.

We performed �ts of simulational data to the losed-

form PDFs alulated as above. While Eq. (6), with � =

0:87(1), gives � = 3:74(2), �2
d:o:f has a minimum ’ 2�

10�3 at � = 3:36(10). The overall quality of �ts is slightly

worse than for d = 3 FBC (refer to Fig. 7).

In order to investigate WBC, we took retangular sys-

tems with dimensions Lx and Ly = 4Lx with full PBC

(we denote this setup as mixed window boundary on-

ditions (MWBC)) and alulated loal roughness distri-

butions within nw = 4 square windows of Lx � Lx sites

eah, side by side along the y axis. Saling of the �rst

moment of the distribution, Eq. (5), with 30� Lx � 80,

gave � = 0:74(1).

Again, the roughness PDF thus obtained was markedly

distint from that with MBC. In addition, �ts to the an-

alytial expressions derived from Eq. (10) were onsid-

erably worse than those of MBC data, with a minimum

�2
d:o:f

’ 1� 10�2 at � = 4:1.

The results are displayed in Fig. 8, where it an be seen

that even the best-�tting analytial PDF fails to provide

a good math to the MWBC data (exept for the initial,

rather steep, asent lose to z = 0).

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We begin our disussion by realling from Ref. 10 and

Se. IVB that, for the model onsidered here with PBC,

the �nite-size saling of the �rst moment of the distri-

bution gives �(d = 2;PBC)= 1:24(1), �(d = 3;PBC)=

0:71(1). Both ompare well with the usually aepted

values for the quenhed Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) uni-

versality lass [11, 12, 13, 14℄, respetively � ’ 1:25

(d = 2) and � ’ 0:75 (d = 3). Furthermore, onsid-

eration of the full distributions points the same way: our

simulational data displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 math very

well those in Figure 2 of Ref. 22 whih onern the EW

model. The agreement with EW behavior is onsistent

with our results of Se. IVA regarding the independene

of saled roughness distributions on the demagnetizing

term. Indeed, the quenhed EW equation an be written

as [14℄

@h(x;t)

@t
= u(x;h)+ ar

2
h(x)+ f ; (11)

where u represents quenhed disorder and f is the exter-

nal driving fore. This has a one-to-one orrespondene

with Eq. (1), exept that in that Equation we allowed for
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Figure 8: Saled probability distribution �(z) in d = 3, for z

de�ned in Eq. (4). Crosses: simulation data (L = 40, MBC,

5� 10
7
on�gurations). Squares: simulation data (Lx = 40,

Lx = 160, MWBC (see text), 3 � 10
6
avalanhes, nw = 4

windows). Lines are roughness distributions for 1=f
�

noise

(see Eq. (10)), with � = 4:1 (full) and 3:36 (dashed). Inset:

�
2

d:o:f:
against �, for �ts of MBC simulation data against

1=f
�

distributions, showing a minimum at � = 3:36.

the self-regulating, demagnetizing, term. Having shown

that suh mehanism is irrelevant as far as saled rough-

ness distributions are onerned, it beomes tenable to

assume that, overall, our model belongs to the EW uni-

versality lass.

Still for PBC, the onnetion between the exponents

� and � , predited [22℄ in Eq. (6), is veri�ed within rea-

sonable error bars.

Turning to di�erent sets of boundary onditions, we

�rst point out that small di�erenes in implementation

of FBC (namely, �literal� FBC, i.e. horizontal interfae at

the edges, versus WBC) signi�antly alter the roughness

PDFs. The question then arises of whih, if any, of these

implementations is the �right� one.

We investigate this by referring to results derived

through a �proven� method, i.e. �nite-size saling of the

�rst moment of the distribution. Examination of the or-

responding olumn of Table I strongly suggests that, in

both d = 2 and 3, WBC (inluding WMBC) preserves

universality with PBC, while FBC does not (though in

d = 2FBC does not perform very badly). Aepting suh

preservation as a basi tenet, we onlude that FBC as

implemented indues strong distortions in the saling be-

havior of interfae roughness. In this ontext, the good

agreement in d = 3 between the optimum � for �ts of

WBC data to the analytial forms, and that oming from

Table I: Estimates of roughness exponent � for di�erent di-

mensionalities and boundary onditions (BC). �
F SS

: �nite-

size saling of �rst moment of distribution, Eq. (5). ��t:

from best-�tting 1=f
�

distribution and Eq. (6). �
2

d:o:f:
(min):

value of �
2

d:o:f: for � = ��t.

�
F SS

��t �
2

d:o:f: (min)

d = 2 PBC 1:24(1) 1:30(8) 6� 10
�4

d = 2 FBC 1:28(2) 0:98(7) 4� 10
�3

d = 2WBC 1:21(2) 1:42(3) 7� 10
�4

d = 3 PBC 0:71(1) 0:76(3) 3� 10
�4

d = 3 FBC 0:89(1) 0:59(4) 1� 10
�3

d = 3WBC 0:75(2) 0:88(1) 8� 10
�5

d = 3MBC 0:87(1) 0:68(5) 2� 10
�3

d = 3MWBC 0:74(1) 1:05(10) 1� 10
�2

�nite-size saling of FBC data via Eqs. (5) and (6), must

be regarded as fortuitous.

Thus, we disard FBC, as well as MBC, for the re-

maining of the present disussion. One must note, how-

ever, that use of MBC (i.e. partial FBC) provides a sen-

sible representation of the physial setup found in thin

�lms, as well as reproduing well-known results (onern-

ing saling behavior of avalanhe sizes) at both ends of

the rossover between d = 2 and 3 [10℄.

Returning to roughness saling, we see in Table I that

the fair agreement between �FSS and ��t, found for PBC

in d = 2and 3, is absent in the remaining ases under on-

sideration, i.e. d = 2WBC, d = 3WBC, d = 3MWBC.

One might ask whether �nite-size e�ets (though widely

believed to vanish already for small latties [5, 6, 22, 23℄)

still have a nonnegligible quantitative e�et on the saled

roughness PDFs found here, so as to distort our �ts to

the analytial distributions. We present data to show

that this is not the ase.

In Figure 9 we ompare L = 40 and L = 80 PDFs,

for d = 3WBC. Contrary to the systemati trend exhib-

ited in Fig. 1 (for omparison between � = 0 and 6= 0

distributions), here the di�erene ��(z) is rather small

and essentially random, arising beause of �utuations

in statistis, oupled with binning e�ets. An apparently

systemati e�et shows up only for the narrow range lose

to z = 0 where both PDFs have a steep slope. That,

however, involves only of order 5� 10 points, with a on-

sequently redued e�et on the overall statistis. The

orresponding urves �2
d:o:f: against � are nearly indis-

tinguishable; with L = 80data, the minimum of �2
d:o:f:

is

9� 10
�5

at � = 3:76(4), virtually idential to the L = 40

result shown in Fig 7 (see also Table I). For d = 2WBC

and d = 3MWBC, the overall piture is the same. There-

fore, �nite-size e�ets on the numerially-obtained PDFs

are not a likely soure for the disagreements found.

We note also that, when onsidering 1=f� distribu-

tions, there is no apparent reason why Eq. (6) should not

hold for boundary onditions other than PBC, as that

Equation was derived for generalized Gaussian distribu-

tions [22℄ with the only assumption that the large-sale

behavior is determined by a single observable.
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Figure 9: (a) Saled probability distributions �(z) in d = 3

with WBC, for z de�ned in Eq. (4). Squares: L = 40. Full

line: L = 80. In both ases, 10
6
avalanhes, nw = 16windows.

(b) Saling funtion di�erene against z.

We are thus left with a single point to analyze, namely

the overall adequay of 1=f� distributions to desribe the

problem at hand. The following omments are in order:

(1) already for PBC, the study of generalized depin-

ning problems shows that small but systemati disrep-

anies remain between numerial data and 1=f� PDFs,

whose origins an be traed to higher umulants of the

orrelation funtions [22℄. Thus, in this sense the 1=f�

distributions are not expeted to be a perfet �t, even

for PBC.

(2) In Ref. 27 the equation of motion for h(x)ontains

a long-range elasti term,

R
dx1 (h(x)� h(x1))=(x� x1)

2
,

instead of the loal term, r 2h(x), present here. While

in that ase an 1=f� distribution gives good �ts to the

numerially-generated roughness PDF with WBC, this

does not neessarily imply that a similar quality of �t

an be found for the present EW problem with WBC.

In this onnetion, one might ask how far the indepen-

dent Fourier mode assumption, basi in the derivation of

1=f� PDFs, is a�eted by suh details. One sees that the

long-range term ontributes qualitatively in the same di-

retion as PBC, i.e. by imposing additional onstraints

on interfae roughness (when ompared, respetively, to

short-range interations and WBC).

A plausible senario then emerges, in whih the ampli-

tude of orretions to the representation of an interfae

roughness PDF by an 1=f� distribution would depend on

how muh that interfae is onstrained, either by bound-

ary onditions or by elasti terms in the equation of mo-

tion. Lessening of suh onstraints would imply an in-

rease in the orretion amplitudes. However, at present

we do not see a way to quantify and test these remarks.

Clearly, more work is needed in order to larify the

onnetion between 1=f� distributions and generalized

depinning transitions.
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